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FACULTY _COOL TO TLG PLAN
By THE NEWS EDITORIAi, BOARD

Faculty reaction to Tom Gravelle's "A Curriculum Proposal," published in his "Notebook" column in last week's
News, remained cool, according to a random sampling
taken hy the News.
Although all the faculty members interviewed indicated
appreciation of Gravelle's interest and effort, ·slightly more
than half of them basically disagreed with the progrnm
he offered.

e

&ECENTLY SELECTED· fm.· member.ship in Alpha Sigma Nu we1·e:
(front .row, I. to r.) J. Kenneally, G. Belle, J, Izan~, K. Meiser, M.
Gallaper, P. Schmidt, R. Thesing, M. Fay, and .J. Aranda; (second
row, 1. to r.) D. Meeker; T. Schmidt, M. Legeauy, M. Doherty, M.
Ferri, J, Patton, W. Koral, R. Joseph, R. DePaulo, and T. G1·avelle.

~Y

Chapte1· Leads Way
~You11g Dems Bre3k Up
The Democratic National Committee last Sunday
abolished the College Young Dem Chtbs of America aud
replaced them by 1·ecognfaing the Young Democrats of
America wilh the Xavier chapter as the first charter member.
. This move acknowledges the fact that Xavier'.s club
stands at the forefront among the nation's college Democratic gron1>s.
·
·
·
Denny Riley, Xaviet• chapter
president, announced Monday he
had already ·received more than
40 responses from. clubs all over
the country indicating a willingness to follow the Xavier g1·oup
•nd unite with them in the new
01'.ganization, which originated
fl'Om Xavier·s initiative in withdrawing from the Young Dem
Clubs of Amel'ica earlie1· this
yea·r.
·The Democ1·atic Party's decision also means that Dale Wagner is no longe1· president, since
his office became defunct with
the old Young Dems· ove1· whom
he presided.
This weekend will be a bu11y
nne for the club members, since
they have accepted invitations to
spea.k in Gal'y, Indiana, tonight,
In Chicago before the Illinois and
Cook Count,,· State League of
Yo u n g Democrats tomorrow
night, and before the Indiana
State League of You11g Demo.
erats Sunda:v. "All these meet·
logs mean that these groups are
Joinlnr us in our fight.'' stated
Riley,
The XU YD's were the fii·st
club to split with the College
Young De m o c rat i c Clubs of
America, and in doing so, sup·
port the President's stand in
Viet Nam.
Afte1· four days of conferences
in Washington, D. C., fo1·ly rep·
resentalives or the Xavier Uni·
vcrsity Young Democrats announced January 31 that they
have officially resigned fl'om the
College Young Dcmoc1·atic Clubs
oC America. Their decision was
unanimous, according to Dennis
Riley, Pa·esident of the Xavier

troup,
A

leleuam

announciu1

the

resignation· was sent January 31
to Dale Wagner, President oC the
CYDCA.
·
Following is ~he text of the
'lclegi·am:
"The Xavier group believes
that Dale Wagner and his cohorts
do not have the best inte1·ests of
the Democratic Party in mind by
their recent policy statements,
We avow the right of !\Ir. Wair·
ner to Issue these policy state·
men&s if be so desires, but not
as a spokesman of a sanctioned
and supporting-arm of the Demo·
cratic Party. Futhermore, we
cannot lend an1 suppo1·t, even
by our 11ilence, to the CYDCA'11
recent s&arid on Vietnam.
"We are shocked, disappointed,
a.ml insulted tliat we were not
consulted regarding this vital
matter, We feel that it ls absurd
for \Vagner et al to state that
U. S. troo11s should be replaced
by a non-existing UN "peace
roa·ce," to hold plebiscites in
North and South Vietnam under
p1·csent conditions. and to end
the bombing of North Vietnam.
The CYDCA also declared that
the President's policy In Vietnam
Is 'generally unsound.' We feel
that the Admi11istration's policy
in Vietnam Is basically sound and
well thought out, and we feel
confifent lhat the Adminisfra·
tion is seeking the best solution
to a most delicate situation.
"We are creatly disturbed by
the gl'Owlnc shroud of contempt
for the American student by the
American public because of H·
tlvltlea like lhis. We feel that
It Is time for the Ude to turn,
and for Ute responsible Amerl·
ean student kt loose the bonds
el apatitr .... Mand •P ••• be

eovntu.•

DR. LAWRENCE DONNEL·
LY, associate professor of economics, expressed disagreement
of the Gravelle plan for three
reasons:
"First, . growth of judgment
seems to me only one of the
essential ends or an undergraduate curriculum, not the end.
"Second, I think the world
needs m ore generalists (men
w i t h disciplined acquaintance
many areas of and approaches
to hwnan knowledge and experience),· not fewer , ..
"Thfrd, • , • I think only the
most girted student11 would be
able to reac11 the. state of development suggested. in.Jhe proposai:•r----:-•,-.,.~-~:.:..

e

..' -- -· ...

· ·

REV. 'l'HOMAS G. SAV·
AGE, Chairman of the English
department, termec! the Gravelle
plan "Interesting, but somewhat
Utopian for Xavier University
on two basic counts: first, the
professional unde1·graduate program in 'business whose students
conside1· any course not directly rated to the it· business ca reel's
to be a waste of time and money,
and, secondly, incoming . freshmen are ill equipped to make intelligent choices rega1·cling curriculum.
"FW'thet'more, 1\lr. Gravelle
believes that his proposal will
ena.ble an unde1·graduate to de·
velop a precise critical faculty,
However, he makes 110 provision
for philosophy in every 11rog1·am.
Systentatle philosophy is, I feel,
the major factor In developing a
eritical sense, and any worthy
eurricaalum must have pbilosopby
at Us clll'e,"
Ft'. Savage also emphasized
the need fo1· theology, as well as
philosophy as "the very founda·
tion" o! any solid curriculum.
e DR. RICHARD T. O'NEii.i,,
associate professor of chemistry,
while acknowledging Gra velle's
a warcness of the pl'oblcm, (that
today "one cannot know everything 01· even have a modernte
acquaintance with every field"),
rejects Gravelle's solution as "a
surrender, not nn acocmmoclation
to the problem."
He indicated that he views student dissatisfaction with onesemestcr coua·ses as "itself a
symptom or knowledge and <iP·
p1·eciation," evidence that something is gained from them.
Concluding, O'Neill called for
"a eompromlse with the. classical
standards of a liberal edueation
In order to find an effective
eore for today's curriculum, but
we should not throw up our
bands in despair and become
three· headed teclanocrats."
DR. ALBER'l' F. ANDER·
SON, assistant p1·ofessor of education, labeled the p1·opoaal very
idealistic , , • a grnat graduate
echoot p1·ogram," and tQOk issue

e

w i th Grnvelle's presum>osition
that "a little knowledge in an
area can be more dangerous than
none."
e DR, ASHI\IORE, assistant
professor of philosophy, felt it
"a mistake to neglect a i·equisite
fol' a well-educated man, l1arnely
a broad acquaintance with many
areas ot inquiry," He considered
this "necessary to prepare the
mode1·n ma11 in his .situation."
DR. GEORGE A. WING,
acting chairman of the e·conomfc3 dei>artment, voiced "qualified
agreement" with Gravelle.
"Slill, I foresee several problems within the proposal..One is
the vel'y real problem presented
to a student who wishes to enter
graduate gchool, where he may
need more than the proposed 40
hours in a major course of sludy.

e

-News (Henson) Photo
1'HEOltlS'J' GRAVELLE
"The proposal p1·esents, in ef •
feet, tha·ec majors to achieve
i:-reater 'penetration,' with no
limitations ot11er than tile required humanities, I would ask
why even this limitation, Fot·
example, removing the specter of
humanities would indeed foster
a keen penetraUon bl· the Math·
Physics-Chemistry majo1·.''
e DR. VY1'AU1'AS .J. BIE·
J,IA USKAS, chairman of the department of psychology, foresaw
p1·oblerns jn the implementation
of the plan. He also declared,
•·Even one course in an <ire<i provides one with an opportunity lo
acqw.int ,one with some terminology."
Facult.y members more [avorahle to Gntvelle's suggestion included DR. WILLIAl\l J. LAil·
KIN. chairmun of the nrnlhemiitics department, who statecl
his •·complete agreement" with
the iclen or '"more inlcrnal struc·
tt1rc in a student's nc<idcmic progrnm."
Furthermore, he continued:
''One of the most common st<iternents heard today in CUITiCUlllm
meetings and discussions is lhe
following: 'certainly every student should hiwe some knowledge or
.' (The blank
is filled in using any one or
m<in,r disciplines). Such an np·
prouch to curriculum revision
would re::iult, in the extreme, in
120 one hour courses in the lop
_120 disciplines of the day. EveP

in moclct'ation, the re~ult would
be, as Mr. Grnvcllc puts it,
' . . . a handful of courses in a
variety of fields ... .' The prob·
lcm of this approach is the implied one-to-one correspondenc~
of specific cou1·sc work and the
pm·ticular knowledge a student
should have. The Univcrsit,'I'
has other m ea n s over ancr
above course work to supply
pa1•liculnr kn.owlcdge, i.e. the
library, the theater, lectures,
publications, clubs, etc. Cour5e
work should be directed to Mr.
Cravclle's 'penetration' but prim:
to this it should be directed to
the p1·c-paration for penetration."
Jloweve1", Dr. Larkin also 1111·
derscored the imJJOrhtnce of "a
g-eoeral study h1 those areas of
academic inquiry which have a
universality of application to
other dlselplinett :md which have
had a formative inl'luence, hi:ltorically or methodolog-ically, ou
various other disciplines."
In concludin~ Dt•. Larkin offered the following.-modil'ica lion:
"Mr. Gravelle's specific recommendation of three 40 hour ma•.
jors is a plan which would promote penetration but others are
possible which would allow for
the prepa1·ation mentioned above,
A strong general program followed by the option of <i double
majol' 01· a single major-double
minor with strong inter-related
minors is one such."
e i\llt. ERNESl' FON'l'A~A.
asistnnt p1·ofessor of English, indicated basic sympathy with the
proposed change: "[ think il is
good, because it simplifies the
complex m<ichincry of lhe university, which seems to hinder
the student from doing what he
really wants and should be doing. But perhaps it assumes lo<>
much of the student, anct perhaps Mr. Gruvellc's ic!enl can
only be seen as meaningful b.v
someone who has gone through
it and can see things in retrospect. It assumes loo much on
the part of the fre.o;hman or
sophomore who doesn't ha\·e lhi~
retrospect."

-Nr•w.~

(((c{l!')J) Photo

"AND NOW, l\IY UT1'LE
CHICKADEE .. .'' I~lel Hall student is about to impal't some

Muskie philosophy to au unsuspecting female al Ias! Friday' a
mixer.
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Letters

Editorials

· ]>lea to. Update
. Young .GOP

Why Not Use .NSA to Spy?
Once again the villian raises its ugly head to have It
chopped off by the righteous prude; or, in plainer language, Congress is again invesfi"'atinP.; the Central lntelli~ence Agency. It seems that the CIA was channeling funds
to student organ i1:i lions without first advertising the fact
in t.111>. New Y0rk Times.

· 1RIDWM

Really. though, what crime did the CIA commit? They
used students to gain infonuation about student leaders
at home and abroad. But. is this a crime? TraditionaJly,
the slrnggle for world power begins with the indoctrination of q nation's youth-Hitler had his youth corps, Stalin
Jwd his communal orphanages, and Mao has his Red
Guards.
Today's college student is tomorrow's leader, is it not
import:rnt that an agency entrusted with the security of
this nation be a ware of what the college student is thinking. what is influencing this thought, and what action this
thondlt is likely to cause.
The real issue though, is not the fact that the CIA used
thP ~utinnal Rtndent A:::sociation in its war against Commm1ism, but that the CTA even exists. People are not wilJing to accept the fact that a super-secret spy organization
is essential to the maintenance and even the establishment
of the American \\'ay of life.
A historical fact few blue blooded aristrocratic puritans
are willing- t.o accept even today, is that the only thing which
preserved Washington's Army during the Hevolntionary
years was hii:; mastery of the art of espionage. He maintained such a thorough network of spies that he was immediately aw~re of every British movement. At the same
time. 11iR co11nter-inlelli1rnnce cor1)s kept the enemy so
completely misinformed that the rebellious Americans were
able to defy all military logic and survive the winter at
Vallev F'orµ:e. It is credible that the same people who cite
C.eorge Washington as reason for isolationism refuse to
fif'Cept llilll as. :rn intelligence ausbority.
The point is, the CJA does have a sp<:icific role to play
in the defense of the United States. Its mission is to obtain
information conceming our enemies and friends; the means
it uses being limited only by certain moral considerations.
Nobody likes to be called a spy. The connotation of the
word has a peculiar American meaning that puts it two
steps below the gutter. Just the same, this is only a sentiment of Americans and it would be imposi:;ible to justify
a condemnation of the CIA solely on moral grounds, ail
many claim.
Therefore, the crime lies, not in what the CIA did, but in
being so stupid as to en trust the knowledge of its operation
to a sophisticated inte11ectual who has no idea of reaJity.
A mistake in recruitment could possibly have destroyed one
of the nation's best pipelines to the student world. The
CTA's crime was in getting caught and offending certain
illogical American sensibilities.
-T. L. L.

News Platform For Progress At Xavier:

e

e

More and higher quality retreat opportunities for Xavier
students, to be made possible in
part by the elimination of the
yearly retreat obligation and thus
the campus tricluums.

Continued implementatio• of
the concept of the university as
a community of educated people
seeking truth, as evidenced by
the inclusion of students on significcmt university committees.

• Unlimitecl cuts for Dean's List
Average Students.

Continued raising of academic
st<mclards and quality of instruction to keep pace with improving facilities.

e

A co1'e curriculum evaluation

w h i c h is meaningful and unt1fraid to make changes where
they are necessary.

e
e

lncrea.~ed intelligent thought
and discussion by all Xavier .students.

Tuesday's News on Friday
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~·DITOR o.-· TllE NEWS:
To the Young Republicans:
Should the new ~neration of
Republicans be Jiberal or conservative? But w h y concern
yourself with these ter!Jls, used
by unthinking men to classify
other men. some say this is a
world of change, a world of progress, thus a man can have a
choice between quick and slow
change, This is entirely false.
TO THE

QUITRR

MASS

The world is in a revolution
which cannot be stopped by man,
only controlled. Japan .and a divided part of Germany have had
the help of the United States and
are now major world powers.
But can a superpower, the United States, help itself in the future? Will it be prepared- for the
500 new cities needed in the next
25 years? Does a man, just because he is a liberal or a conservative have the best answer?

Pass-Fail: A Second Look;
A Reward for Dean's List
Two weeks ago the News ran an editorial in favor of a
pass-fail grading system. Although it was an article of
some length, some important aspects of the problem may
not have been given due explanation and emphasis. This
week two other facets ~f the New's proposed system will
be brought to light.
The first of these has· been suggested by ·a faculty member. He rejected the idea of an indiscriminate pass~fail system, but felt that many of the points made in the News
were valid. For him, the answer lay in a kind of compromise, whereby the pass-fail system would be reserved
for those students who had proven themselves worthy of it.
Exactly how long a student's trial period ought to be
is a moot point. 1t seems important to invoke the system
as early in. the student's career as possible, since as the
curriculum is now set up, many of the freshman and sophomore courses would be prime candidates for the pass-fail
system.
There would be a real value in terms or helping the student to maturity if when he was successful in making the
Dean's List his first semester, in school, he would be al:.
lowed to pass-fail a limited number of standard courses,
such as ROTC, Speech, Theology and certain of the others
which he takes according to, and often enough only because of his block schedule in the catalogue.
This privilege could be probationary, based on his continuing performance each semester. As students made
Dean's List in other semesters, they too would receive
this consideration, until at the beginning of the junior year
an assessment could be made and the permanent two-year
privilege of pass-failing philosophy courses and electives
awarded to anyone who had made the Dean's List half
the time in his two lower division years.
A second modification, compatible with the above,
would be the addition of a third rating to the two extremes of pass and fail. "Pass with distinction" would be
reserved for truly outstanding work in a pass-fail course
to be effective, this would have to be given sparingly,
perhaps only once in a given section. It would be the equivalent of an A+, not a mere A.
This variation on the pass-fail system will be employed
at the experime.ntal Hampshire College in Amherst, Massachusetts, the celebrated "college min-us grades."
At first glance this may appear to be only a compromise
with the conventional grade system, and in one sense it is.
1t combines the best aspects of both. 'l'he addition of "distinction," if given rarely enough, woi.1ld recognize outstanding ability and effort in a given area. At the same
time, the failure of a student to 1·eceive "distinction" would
in no way reflect against him or jnfluence his point average.
This editorial ought not to be read as a recantation of
the News' earlier i10sition·, but rather as a proposal of some
eompromise which might be made in the interests of a
balanced, worlmble solution to the controversy.

-J. R. G.

Editorial Shorts
Isn't it wondert'ul that our technological and industrial
economy has progressed to such an advanced state that
it is now capable. of .finding a way to clean up the air and
water which it has so totally befouled.

The Republicans have traditionally been of the business
c l a s s. The businessmen have
looked ahead in technology because he must to survive. But the
Republicans of the old generation
have. been con t e n t to fight
amongst themselves and say only ·
that the Democrats are wrong.
They give no positive alternatives
but are merely content to gain
votes from the opposition of the
Democrats. A good Republican
·will say that a detailed study
of the situation is needed but the
Republicans have been without
the leading hand of the Presidential oflil'e for seven years and
have not reached one major positive decision.
The solution must be found by
the Republicans or the Democrats
will continue to m a k e lar1e
changes in governmental · policy
and legislation on the old hit and
miss basis. The Young Republicans hav• a duty to this country,
force the older Republicans to
study the issues and lead the
United States in the best possible
din!ction. Every problem facing
the p e o p 1 e and the country
should be aired, a detailed study
by a committee of all responsible
and interested elements of society
should be made and the best
practical solution should be backed by a united party. The ideologies of the "liberal" and the "conservatives" must be put aside for
only a united party will successfully lead the Un i t e d States
through the technological revolution which is upon us.
Patrick O'Connor.

VIE'-': NAM
On Wednesday; March 1, at
l :30 p.m., in the University Center Theater a representative of
the American Fri e·n d s Service
Committee will present a film,
·"The Time of the Locust," which
portrays certain aspects of the
Viet Nam War gen·erally ignored
by the news media. Following the
film, Ml'. Joseph Letson, the
Fl'iencls' l'epresentative, will present' a bl'ief ti1lk.
The News is willing to print
any Jetter that exhibits a general interest to the University
community, In the interest of
giving eve1·yone an equal opportunity of being heard, we
ask that an attempt be made
to limit yourself to less than
500 words. The letters may be
given to aay member of the
Newa staff, dropped in tbe
campus mail or slipped under.
the office door in the dead of
night. Thank you.

Pare ThrH
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Letters to the:,,Editor

'l'O THl!l EDITOR OF THE NEWS:

I would Iik,e to congratulate
Student Council, and specifically
the Speakers Bureau of Council
for its fine series of lectures presented on the Xavier campus.
Mr. Robert Joseph, ser".ing as
chairman of Jhe committee, has
done an especially good job of
finding speakers who are both
lucid and informative. These men
ha\'e done much to improve the
awareness of the Xavier community to the issues of the day.
The last speaker, Dean Clarence
E. Manion deserves especial attention, for his talk on the impending Pearl Harbor was farreaching and widespread in scope.

' unti.
'l 1't , was
, loo
:k now a b ou t it
11
late. I pose the question, why
do we have several observation
flights over. North Vietnam each
day? Aren't these to prevent the
ve 1·y actions Manion suggests? In

the Cuban crisis of 1962 it was via
these high-flying missions that
the missiles were discovered,
why wouldn't the same tactics
wol'k today? At the same time,
one questions his statements that
we have no land routes with
which lo supply our troops. I call
attention to the fact that we have
a number of advisers in Thailand, that we have ail' bases, and
have built highways between
Thailand and Viet Nam for the
vc1·y purposes of additional supply lines. Mr. Manion's comments
that Viet Nam is "surrounded"
Dean Manion spent not a few
. (again his term) by Communist
miliutes discussing the possibility states overlooks the fact that
of the United States being con- neither Thailand, Cambodia, no1·
fronted with another "Pead Har- Laos are Red slates.
bor." This sneak attack, he· said,
It seems to be well recognized
is taking the form of military, that the Viet Nam war is a dirty,
social, and intellectual changes inglol'ious, and hard to underwithin, and outside of, our coun- stand conflict. Criticism fi·om
both right nnd left is to be extry. He then proceeded to give
pected and e n c o u r a g e d. Om·
"examples" of how our freedoms Speakers Bureau has helped to
are being slowly ebbed away. I
provide us with such criticism
would like to spend not a few
in the form of Dean Manion;
1 in es discussing Mr. Manion's one only wishes that generalizaviews.
tions ill-supported by facts would
not be hurled about in such a
Employing citations from preserious
situation.
vious Supreme Court cases, specifically those of Schenck v. United States, 1919, and Drnnis v.
United States, 1951, Dean Manion
attempted to establish that the
present court, in a ruling of January 23, 1967, had, overturned
sacred American principles by
giving ,freedom to "leach" (this
is the term used by Manion himself) Communistic doctrine in the
New York schools .. As former
Dean of the Notre Dame Law
School, Manion should be well
aware of what these decisions
really say. In the Schenck case,
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
said, regarding those who speak
out against the country's war
effort that "lhe question in every
case is whelhe1· the words used
arc used in such 'circumstances
and are of such a nature as to
create a cleat· and present danger
that they will bring about the
substantive evils that Congress
has a right to prevent. It is a
question o! proximity and degree.• Likewise, C h i e f Justice
Fred Vinson said in the Dennis
case that "the Court must ask
whether the gravity of the 'evil'
discounted by its improbability,
justifies such invasions of free
speech as is necessary to avoid
the evil." Hence, it seems that the
January 23, 1967 case is not an
overturning of principle, as I)ean
Manion presented to us. Rather,
as this case indicates, one .who
associates with known Communists, and happens to be a teacher,
is not judged by this influence
alone, to be a "substantive evil,"
nor is he to be subjected to
"invasions of free ,speech."·
On the topic of Viet Nam, Mr.
Manion enlightened (or was it
frightened) the audience with his
questions about the nature of
our committment there. His main
thrust was that we are not doing enough ·and that "victory" is
the only answer. However, when
peppered with questions, Dean
Manion seemed unable to tell us
what "victory" in Viet Nam really is. The audience heard him
tell about the possibility of having bombers and missiles put into
the hands of the North Vietnamese. He gave the imprcssi~n that
this could happen in the immediate future, and that we wouldn't

Sincerely,
Thos. J. Conway, Jr., '67.

Schmidt Hit;
Provide Own Path
TO

~·rm

* *

ourselves with this religious fulfillment.
,

Speakers Bureau Praised;
Manion Speech Analyzed:

F:DJ'J'OR f)F 'l'flE NE\1'8:

In the third issue of Communique, a recently initiated Xaviet•
publication, Phil Schmidt criticized on-campus triduums because they fail to provid·e "the
atmosphere, knowledge, and motivation" that will p' 1· o v e the
"springboard" to religious fulfillment.

,True convicUon implies a selfcommittment and this in turn implies a responsibility. True, it
takes courage to assume this responsibility, even to admit it, but
individual religious fulfillment
can come·about in no other way.
It is not the responsibility nor
the duty of others to provide a
path to religious fulfillment for
you, for then you arc only being the "object" and being acted
upon instead of being the "subject" and reacting to the responsibility that is yours and
yours alone.

William Wood.

Rev. Raymond J. Nogar, O.P.

Teill1ard Studied
At Tho1nasf est
On Saturday, Febniary 25, the
Xavier University Department of
Philosophy will present its annual Thoinasfcst. This year's program in the Cash Room, Logan
Hall, 8 p.m., features a dialogue,
"Teilhard de Chardin: Pro and
Con," between Rev. Raymond J.
Nogar, O.P. and Rev. W. ,Henry
Kenney, S.J. -

Father Nogar is profes~or of
philosophy at the Aquinas Institute 'in River Forest, Ill., where
he is now teaching Philosophy of
In the first place, true religious
Science and Problems in Evolufulfillment for the individual does · tion. In addition to giving many
not and c a n n o t come about lectures on various questions
through external causes; it must connected with evolution, Father
come from within the individual. Nogar is the author of several arThe possibility of this fulfillment,
ticles and two books, The Wisto be sure, comes from external dom of Evolution and The Lord
as. well as internal knowledge of the Absurd. In the latter work
and understanding, but the reali- there is an essay, "The Strange
zation of it .is, or should be, too
World of Father Teilhard," which
subjective to be anything but advances some fundamental and
internal: within the very being valuable criticisms.
of the individual.
Father Kenney, Chairman of
If this be the case and if Buthe Philosophy Department at
ber's concept of Rellglo, that is Xavier University, has for severthe human pers'on's binding of al years written and spoken on
himself to God, is grounded in Teilhard's thought arid is presspiritual reality and if God did
ently completing a study on Teiltruly endow us with an immortal hard's Tbe Phenomenon of Man.
soul and a free will, then it is
for: us, as individuals, to assume
The Tbomasfest dialogue is
the respon·sibility of providing · open to the J?~blic.

Tit and Pl

Nlike Ferri

Religio11 vs. tl1e State
Contempornry pacifism has revealed a hitherto ignored rent in
the democratic fabric. The status
of theology and philosophy within the individual-state relationship is under examination, in
general and in this article. Our
assumptions are two: a) religious
commitment is an option entailing obligations other than and
higher than those requisite for
political commitment; and b)
every action pre-supposes .ind
posits a view of life. a schema
or reality.
In light or the first assumption
-simply that Goel is not the
S1<1tc - the separation of Church
from State is a11 unrealistic situation. For it is based on a gratuitous, untenable and unrealistic
presupposition, viz., that the intcre~t:; of a theulogically orii;·nted
person will not, and cannot, cnnflict with the aspirations nf a
political en lit y. And who c1111
guarantee that n :occular socicl.''
(especially in the age o[ total
war) will always preserve respect for views which may disrupt its efforts? On the other
hand, the opinion that the two
principles -theological and political-will always be harmonious stems from an unfortunate,
pluralistic notion that religion
is "private." The Civil Rights
controversy and conscientious
objection have certainly t·e[utcd
this. And modern theology, has it
not reiterated Chrbl's command
to be the sail of the earth, the
yeast? Bonhocffer has exemplified ti1is-lheorctically as well ~1,;
practically.
Two possible paths npcn brt'urc
us. Perhaps God, while not bcin~
the slate, is so intrinsically bound
up with the "community" llrnt its
interests arc His interests? But
what is this "community'"! Why
this community and not another?
Who decides the caliber of its
consonance \vith God's Will? Not

Broellman Hall

Professional Careers in Cartography

CIVILIAN EMPLOYMENT with the U. S. AIR ~ORCE
CREATING AEROSPACE PRODUCTS
Minimum 120 semester hours college credit including 5 hours college level
math. The required math must include at least two of the following: college
algebra, trigonometry, analytic geometry, differential calculus, integral cal·
culus, or any course for which any of these is a prerequisite. Equivalent
experience acceptable. Training program. Openings for men and women.
Application and further information forwarded on request.
WRITE: College Relations (ACPCR>
Hq Aeronautical Chart & Information Center,
8900 S. Broadway, St. Louis, Missouri 63125
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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for truth and it' goodness for
man. To bestow the right of vole
bctnkcns profound res pc c t for
man's will and the rcc!ilurlc of
his intentions in gcner11l. Marx's
l\(:111ifesto is a cl<irion. recnl' .• '.
the truths that man is not sol· ly
an ''cntilas oeconnmicus," (1; nn'.v
to sweat nvcT a mnchinc.
Tl is hnpc:'d that thl':.:c \\'nrrl~
hn\·e but one 1·cpC"reu· sinn - a
growino:: a\\'arcn<·ss nt' th~ r0!" · f
the l\\'n most important r.li,·ciplincs in cvl'l'yday lil't>. Let 11<;
remind ourselves llrnt lh<:! Bil! ·1f
Ri~hls, the Manifest", ;ind UNESCO's proclam11lion nn mn1:'s
rights urc but the fragile flower;;
of a deeply rooted and intric,'tc
metaphysical view of man. Awl
as ,Jean-Paul Snrlrc says, we
must answer the Gncl-qucsti11n
before we can deal with man, his
mc~ning and his place in tlic
WOl'id,

mann (Brigade Excc:utive Officc1·), Robert Spencer (Brigade
S-1), and Paul Fellinger (Brigade S-3). In addition, the following battalion commanders were
promoted from Major to Lieutenant Colonel: James Gutzwiller,
David Kesterson, Richard Bevington, Andrew Chwulibog; Thomas
Schmidt. and Peter Muceus.

s:1..co

You Can Eat lor Wednesday
call for

IOI McBIADY, Class of '66, Sales Representative
631-HH-19 -

concPrn pns:-:ih!0

All the Pizza

llSI Gilbert Avenue1Clnclnnatl; Ohl•
or -

not

lion or a St:itc"s pnlieic:.: (thOll"h
this ma." be lhP c:i:.:c). H;itlwr let
us ;·impl,v bring tn light a f·"w
ofl'-forgotlPn facts. Evcl'y set of
communal ln\\'s l'ests ,qunrcl.v
on a \'irw of m<rn. Hitler's rules
a!'c diITercntialccl l'rnm Holme$'

ROTC Promotions
Announcement was made last
week by Col. Richal'cl L. Dr.olcy,
PMS. that several senior cadets
in the advanced ROTC course
have been promoted. The top
promotion was awarded to Cadet
Colonel Elmer Wahl, new Brigade Commander. His staff, all
promoted from Major to Lieutenant Colonel, include Ronald Kath-

llUEIT AVE. CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH, In.
Telephone Hl-5800 -

only may two hundred million
Americans not · be a "community," but as a' community, their
interests mny· even be contrary
to God's, resulting in a perfect
disjunction and de ma n d in g
choice. And a reduction of religion to politics may result in
an identit~· crisis for religion,
politics and the man doing this.
Any substantial equation of the
two manifests n misunrlcrstnnding of God's transccnclcnrc and
the State's cphcmc1':1I utility. The
second pnlh-th:1t th-c Stntc recognize m:111·s cminl'nt dignity
nncl grant l'rccdnm or cli>Scnt :ind
choice - cC'rlni 1.'· ll'ls nnbilit,v,
But it aim i:.: t'r'UlHI ran,1,,· :111<l
maintains a prcc:1r'n11s c:-d·,lt.•rce.
The c;i;e with phil·1:.:nnhy r'ncs

WE DELIVER

HOT FOOD
HOT ind FAST
IN HEATED CARTS
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TWIN LOSSES DROP XU TO, .500
By STEVE SLANIA, Ne\vs Sports Reporter

All told, the Musketeers played

Ou February 15 at the Xavier Fieldhouse, the Xavier _a fine ball game. They held the
:Musketeers had a basketball game literally '.'stolen" from lead by nine points at the half
them by a fortunate Marquette S£JUad and a hair-trigger with the score at 40-31. The Warreferee. The final score will remain forever a.t 71-69 in riors came back strong in the
favor of the Warriors. nut if you ask any one of the 2,382 second half to hold the Muskies
spectators at the game or the timekeeper at the Official's to 29 points and win the game.
table. you will be told that the buzzer signalling the end of The Xavier defense hel(l Brian
regulation time had sounded before Blanton Simmons was Brunkhorst, who had blitzed the
able to drop his shot into the net to give Marq nett e the Muskie defense for 29 points in
''ictory. The win about destroyed <illy XaYier hopes for a the first XU-Murquette game, to
post-season tourney bid and it placed wood in the fire for but 4 points and 8 rebounds.
Also, Xavier did another fine
Marquette aspirations.

Chattanooga In For
Senior Honte Finale

job stopping Bob Wolf, one of
the highest scorers in Mm·quette
history, holding him to 12 points.

From an offensive point of
view, the Muskies were led by
Bob Quick "';th 21 points and 12
rebounds. Luther Rackley had 8
field goals in but 10 a.ttempts
and 17 pob1ts. In addition, Luther
counted
15 rebounds and he
By RICHARD ARENAS, News Sports Reporter
blocked a dozen shots. Joe PanMonday evening in Schmidt
The Chattanooga starting fh-e rrazio had 10 points, all in the
Memorial Fieldhouse the Mus- consists or four sophomores.
first half when the Muskies
keteers of Xavier play their Starting at guard is 5'11" soph- surged ahead. It is interestlnc to
twenty-fifth game of the season
note that Joe took nary a shot
against the Moccasins of Chat- omore Dick Sander. S,ander is the in the whole second half of play.
1anoogu. The Muskies will be try- leading scorer with an 18-point An Important statistic l.n the Joss
ing for theil' thirteenth win of ave1·age per game. He is shooting was that· the Xavier squad eon-,
the season, one over the .500
nrted. but 13 of· 22 free throw
43% from the field and 85%
mark.
from the foul line. The other attempts., .on. the other liand, &be
Warriors bit on 21 of 38 of their
The Moccasins employ a shuf- guard Is 6'1" Tommy Carter,
eharlty attempts. The l088 Jeit &be
fle type offense. The big problem junior. At center is 6'6" Harold
xu· record at 12 wirui Iii .23 tries
for the Muskies is that any of Carden. Cm·den is averaging 12.5
·with to~b Canislus as
next
their players will play any po- points per game and is a goOd
opponent..
·
sition on offense. They employ a i·ebounder. One forward spot is
slow offense but will run U giv- manned by 6'6" David Bryan, a
The Musketeers travelled up to
en the chance.
sophomore. Dave Is. averaging Buffalo to meet the Griffins of
16.5 points per game. The other Canisius in a game which was
On defense the Moccasins use
forward is 6'3" .Jim Van. Es, a expected to be physically rough.
sophomore. Jim is aver.aging 7.4 A crowd of 5,359 viewed the
points per game.
Griffins come out on the long end
of a 77-72 score against the
The Moccasins reco1·d so far
Muskies last Saturday night.
this season stands at seven wins
and fourteen losses.
It appeared early that there

a

ae·

XU Sailors in Trai11ing

BOB QUICK, Xavier's leading
scorer, lets go with a jump shot
in last week's loss to the Marquette Warriors.
-News (l{elley) Plloto
11 man to man and do switch on
pies.

Recently Chntlanooga played
11econd rated small college Kentucky Weslyan. Chattanooga was
<rnt-reboundecl 43 to 29 and made
but 23 shots in 60 attempts.
The Moccasins are averaging a
respectable 80 points a game
but their opponents are averaging a more respectable 85 points
11 game.

THE

SHIRT

LAUNDRY
:mm Montgomery

Road

With the warm spring weather
not far off, Xavier's Sailing Club
has scheduled weekend practices
in preparation for the ensuing
spring regattas. The practice sessions will be held at the Four
Season's Marina on the Ohio River. At the present time the club
is using one Tech dinghy as the
other two dinghies were recently
sold to the University of Cincinnati. As soon as the club completes the purchase of a new set
of sails, the new Flying Dutchman Juniors will be launched.
The members will then partake
in a more intensified program in
order to master the more complicated, sloop-rigged Juniors. "We
arc undergoing a . process of rebuilding from last year," commented coach Steve Schultz,
"these sessions ea c h weekend
will give the older members m·ore
experience and teach the new
ones the fundamentals of sail- ·
ing." Also included in. the program is boat care, boat safety,
and water safety.
The Sailing Club's s p r i n g
schedule opens on April 1 with a

regatta hosted by the University
of Cil)cinnati. Following this, the
sailors travel to Detroit with 11
other schools on April 8. Other
regattas will be the Ohio Champs
al Ohio Wesleyan on April 22, the
Arca "B" Eliminations in Cincinnati on April 29, and a regatta
·hosted by Xavier on May 6. On
May 13, the Midwest Champs Regatta will be held in Detroit for
c1ualifying schools. The last regatta of the season will be at
Michigan State on May 20.

Intramural
Activities
A rifle tournament wiH be held
at the Xavier University Rifle
Range in the Armory between
1:30-4:00 on March 13 and 14.
All undergraduate students are
eligible except members of the
XU Rifle team. All participants
will shoot one practice round
and then two rounds for their
score. Trophies and lie tacks will
be awarded to the winners.

DRINK
THE MILK
WITH THE
DELICIOUS
DIFFERENCE
IN TASTE!

would be no. contest at all as the tbrou1hoat · the entire 1eUOn:
Canisius squad got extremely "ID our .leslns streak we have
hot at the outset aild the Muskies beeomt! '•ere of a· team, Morale
trailed 15-5 and 29-16 •before ·. baa · hffll excellenf, We laaven't
they began to come back. As l'Otten ~ Jtreaks. This Ceam bae
Coach Ruberg ·said: "Our early matutt4 .... we'll be • • there
cold streak hurt us. We came 111' b U • s for tllese
t'ft·•
back for the whole. game. Our
boys gave us a fine effort and
kept plugging away for the whole
time."

...-....

•t

Xavier finally regained the
lead· 'after a whole game of comefrom-behind basketball 56-55, ·
but the Griffins went back on
top immediately on a very fluky
call which Ruberg referred to as
the "phantom goal.'' The officials
called a foul on No. 25 of the
home team. After walking the
length of the court, they discovered that tl:iere was no No. 25 on
the home team. Therefore a field
goal was awarded to the man
who was dribbling the ball for
Canisius w h .e n. the foul was
cnlled. This was rather questionable because Bart Carr, of the
Griffins, didn't even attempt a
shot to begin with. Only against
Xavier. • • • ...
·
0

The· real killing factor In the
game was that the Muskies went
8 J,2 minutes 'late in the final
stanza ~onne(itlng o~ only one : LtJ'l1iEa MCKLEY, Xavier's
field goal, a: bunny by Jim center, stuffs the ball throu1h the
Hengehold. ·The Griffins erased hoop, for two points during action ' I i •
• u.:.s1 deficit; took the lead, and in last .w~k's Marquette loss.
were able· to maintain it.
.......
· -News (Kelle11J Photo
·Bob Quick again played well
for the· Muskies. "Bullet BCib" for
' ! . . ...·
once· this season putting the ball
!
k'· ...
up. with regularity (2'5 times)~.
flnls·hcd with 3(} points. He was
almost totally responsible for the
Last Friday evening at Xavier's
ferocious Xavier comeback which . rifle range, the ROTC rifle team
almost wop the Muskies the ball
out.blasted Eastern Kentucky,
game. Luther Rackley" and Jim
1268-1239, for their second conHengehold each had 11 points.
secutive
victory, winning over ·
and Tim O'Connell had 10. ·
Dayton University earlier in the
These words from Coach Ru- week. With this win, the cadets
berc should be of interest to the move into second place in the
true Xavier fans who havf' con- Ohio-Kentucky Rifle League. The
tinued to s u p po rt the squad · top five shooters for Xavier were
Gary.Steimle, John Rinderknecht,
Joe· Rump, Bruce Brandle, end
Pete Muceus. On Saturday, the
rifle team journeys to Lexington
Taking the football field this and takes on the University of
fall will be 25 Tigers (including Kentucky,
?rinceton, Auburn, LSU, Clemson, Memphis State, Missouri and
Hampden-Sydney); 20 Wildcats
(among them Northwestern, KenLatest Berraism: Yogi's lovc.ly
tucky, Arizona, Kansas State,
wife, Carmen, came home reNew Hampshire, Davidson and .
Bethune-Cookman), 18 Bullclcigs, · cently and told him: ".I went to
see Dr. Zhivago." _
14 Bears (not counting Bruins
and Grizzlies); 13 Yellowjaekets,
"What's wrong with you now?"
12 Eagles and .nine Panthers.
he asked.
~

.Sharpshooters

Didjakno?

•. '~ !

They Said It!

New Location • • •

A&S
SUPER MARKET
3904 READING ROAD
JUST FIVE MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER
DORMITORIES AND STUDENT APARTMENTS

EVANSTON

One Block South rd D:ina
Blucl;s Nurlh of the f1•,rrn

!~pw

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
• 4·HOUR SERVICE •

OPENING FEBRUARY 24
We Welcome All Xav;er Students
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f/1 ltitey Ploscik

. ATHOS
J1J

Coaching Is A Full Time Joh
Many people wander what a football coach cloes from
the final gun of the last footba1l game of the season to
the beginning of Spring ball. The question was put to
Coaches McHugh and Fenik. The following paragraJ>hS are
indicative of the work they do dming the off-season.

do is attend football clinics, speak
at banquets, counsel, and hold
staff meetings. In short the
coach's life isn't all bread . and
butter. His schedule is very ·
1lexible. So the next time you ·
;isk a football coach what he does
during the off season and he says,
"Nothing," don't believe him.

, . , HEART..
.
. .
Jn September of 1963, ,l .started· my. ~ollege educat;ion at Xavle1·
lJniversity, and in the fall. ot t'hat year, I saw John G~rma~ for. the
The work ·consists of recruit,tjrst time.
ing, evaluating movies, workouts, football blazers for -the entire
.
John did not play much basketball that season, since Bob Pelkingspeaking engagements, and the day.
was manning the pivot position. In fact, Big John's only notoriety
academics of the athletes.
Other odd jobs that these men
tluring his sophomore season stemmed from his Milwaukee escapade
Recruitinir takes up most of
. end his pre-game, crowd-pleasing "dunks."
.tile ,.time In &he off-season. The
Jlis academle work fell off and eonsequently John· was not al- eoaeh must drive or fly to dif·
kiwed to return to Xavier for the followlnc year. It must have ferent parts of the country to
. bren at this time that .John found desire. This desire would later lnte1·view prospective ahtletes,
. ~come synonymous with German on the hardwood,
look at films of the recruit, and
By JOHN HOERNEMANN
So John went back to Chicago, his hometown, ancl attended provide transportation and en. enmmer school and night school and brought ·his g1·ades up to the tertainment for an athlete to visit
SPORTS QUIZ QUESTIONS FOR FEBRUARY 20, 1967
iJatisfaction of :x;avier University. He was, however, re-admitted the Xavier campus. In other
1. What great pro golfer has won the most U. S. Open titles'? How
with the stipulation that he attain a 2.5.
words, the coaches' weekends are
many has he won?
Eig John was not on scholl\rship when he returned and Coach mostly spent on business.
2. What golfer holds the record for winning the most P.G.A.-spon'.Ruberg told him to straighten himself out with the academic sphere
Most of the coach's day is
sored tournaments in a single season'! How many and what year?
before he could return to the athletic sphere. When John did square spent evaluating movies. Each
3. Based on P.G.A. money earnings, what two great male ancl
})irnself with the school, "he crone to play basketball."
coach has two teams to evaluate
female golfers set the pace as the most successful pros of all time?
Who could ever forget John's first game in over a year and a and criticize. Coach McHugh for
4. The game of basketball was entered formally into Olympic
:half. He came off the bench to spark the. Muskies with his desire- example is responsible for the
competition for the first time in what year? How many nations
he ran, passed, lought and dove for loose balls. The ·Miami team
Toledo and Dayton gaines. The
were represented in this sport that year?
. was happy to le'ave Schmidt Fieldhouse with a 76-68 decision.
coach must pick out mistakes on
5.
Who
was the youngest athlete ever to win the Olympic decathlon
Throughout the remaining games, John played the same brand
both defense and offense and
title? What year did he accomplish this great feat?
of ·basketball. Those who were against the taking back of Big John
evaluate individual performances
6. What former great collegiate quarterback set the N.C.A.A.
•were no\V his biggest boosters.
of future starters. The coach also
record for throwing the most touchdown passes in a single
In those last eight games of the 1965-66 Musketeer basketball observes the weaknesses of the
season? How many yards did he pass for?
season, John averaged 14.1> points a game and 11.6 rebounds a con- opposing t e a ms and suggests
7. What college football team went undefeated in 63 games from
. test wtih a field goal percentage of ·.592. These were a far cry ways of ·penetrating these weak1907 to 1917, winning 59 while tying 4, a feat which has ne\•er
.. from his sophomore statistics.
nesses.
since been equaled?
After such a wind.:up, Big John inserted.· himsell in Coach
During the winter the athletes
8. What pitcher in baseball's Hall of Fame has the best win-loss
Ruberg's plan for the following season-he was to. be a sta1·te·r: . are expected to stay . in good
percentage? What is it?
,'Along with retwning MVP Bob Quick, and sensational freshman
phyi;ical condition and b~ ready
9.
For a short, seven-year career he seemed like the greatest goalie
·.Luther Rackley, Xavier would have a· formldabie f~on·t line.
for Spring. ball. To aid the aththe
N.H.L. ever saw, winning six Vezina trophies and setting
Misfortune struck, ·however, as it orteri ' does when things are _letes and any· other student in"'.
nine still imbroken streaks of 309 consecutive scoreless minutes .
going well. Big John' was hurt in an I accident in Chicago during . terested in . physical condifionThen he was injured. Can you name him?
!:he summer and when· he· retuned la.st fall, he was no·t in the fittesi
ing, Coach .Biles has set up a
physical condition and was plagued by 1fagging injuries.
·· · winter work. out program. These 1,0. What is the most weight ever lifted by a human? Who did it?
John tried hard du'ring· the workouts, but anyone could see that work outs,'last between .25· and
he was having trouble. The season started and John' found him~. 31> minutes a .day. They are su,self on the bench relegated to a substitute role. It' \'(0'~1<1 ·be d~slre pervised by the assistant coaches.
Come out to our unique sports car ~nwr and •••
that carried him through the season.
·" ·
A supplement to the conditioning
J, SELL YOUR CAR •• ,
Who could forget ·the· tremendous job be did this Past season. program is a specialized· weight
Z. BUY ONE OF OURS, NEW OR USED . . . or,
Jn Ille Detroit game as a substitute, be seored 16 points In nine . training program set up and su3. HAVE US SERVICE YOUR IMPORTED BEAUTY.
minutes. In tbe DePaul eontest, .John
:on a l'oura,geous show as pervised by Mr. Phil Morse, a
be scored 15 points even 'thoucb he could hardly walk and ever teacher in the department of eduOur reputation ts based on H:pert, dedicated service for
ALL makes and models of Imported cars. Try us ••• soon.
since that l'allle· be .bas ·not been able, to stralirbten up. Or ask cation and heacl freshman footJohn about tbe second Mlaml l'ame when be went to a side room . ball and baseball coach,
:lllcl laid down en a desk ·SO-that be could &ry and ·lasso 'his 'supporter
·Another ·program which lasts
throughout the whole year is that
ODto his foot.
'·
Ci11cim1ati'.' Exclusil'e Alfa Romeo Dealer
The season ended abr.uptly for John and now they have found of academics. This program is
9635 Montgomery Road
Phone 793-0090
out that one leg ls .shorte1· than the other. Coach Ruberg sums it headed by Coach McHugh. Each
Open Monday, Wednesday, .and Frlcjay ·~ii 9 P.M.
aptly when he says, "John Gorman is· ·the type· of guy that makes coach is .responsible for 1he stuyou proud to be in the. coaching business. It is amazing how he dent in his specialized coaching
1:hanged his image. in just two short years, so that he is now matured area. This entails keeping· a record on every class the student
;md a real Xavier man.'~
attends, checking with teachers,
The fans thank you, Big John, and all I .can say is that I would
not have believed it before if someone. told me that they could and in general, maintaining the
attitude of the student toward
make a heart as big as. 6'7", but now 1 I do.
class work. A study ta'ble is held
.
SENIORS IN HOME F.INALE
On February 27, 1967, the Musketeer Club will sponsor Senior.· three times a week betw!')en 7
J~ight at Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse be-fore tlie Xavier vs. Chat- and 9 p.m. The coaches alternate
tanooga contest. So fans, come and be present to honor and acknowl- fo1· supervision of these study
edge the talents and efforts of. the graduating seniors. ·
tables.
An innovation this year Is
ATTENTION!:
John Gorman is in a hospital in Chicagc:i to be examined to ·see that of team unity day held on
Wednesday of each week. The
ii :my type of surgery is required. Any .Muskie wishing to write to
John or drop him a line should add1·ess. their letter: John _Gorman, · team iroes to Mass and eats
breakfast tog~ther. A speaker is
Havenswood Hospital, Room 152 1900 Wilson Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
present !!-& these breakfasts to
ANSWERS TO· HAWKEYE SPORTS QUIZ FOR FEB. ZO, 1961
stimulate discussion and team
morale. The athletes are urged
·uo1dweqa ltl3!aM . .<:Aeaq a1dw.(10 9961 'uosJap
to wear their letter sweaters or
...uv 1nea ·q1·t9£ A:q U!I 31aeq. e U! pasp?.t 'spunod puesnotn xis ·or
'0961 uf pua· ue Ol awea
Ulllp.!ll)S asoqM 'WeUJna TUB 11?<1.1~ ,SUl?Jpl?Ul?:J Jl?a.11UOW <lt{J. '6
'<tlJCJUaaJal;l 089'· ll .lOJ ltl ~UJSO{ <l!!ll"A OOI: UOA\ 3.i\O.lf) lJil'l '8
·
··
·sny:iisnH uo1ljuiqseM. aqJ. ·1..
Speaking of football nicknames,
"f>96T ll! l?S(O.L JOJ sassed U.Mopqano} 6£ .Mil.llH awoqn .\.TJilf '9
could you imagine more than one
"S:lj(ltU.\(0 8"61 OH!l UJ UOlll1llil<lP atH UO.M 'LT A(UO 'S!'IHll:W qoa '9
Godllas (Pittsburgh State), one
'l! 21u1uu1.M ·s ·n •nn q1JM '1up•nu p102 neq1;i11seq
:;iicltuA'.(O lSJU aql .10J-21u11q3u suoneu zz a.taM a.1aqi 9F.6t u1 ·11
Kangaroos (Austin College), one
·ooo'008$ A{illCUIJXOJ~de UOh\ snq
Salukis (Southern Illinois)', and
J0>m1na pyouJv auq.M 'ooo'ooz$ 01 asop pau.iua seq ltf2J.tM. A'.<>){O!:W ·c
one Anteaters (University ot
·u:: paJ<>llla dH ·s1unweu:rno1 61 UO.M. UOSI<JN: UOJAQ 9116[ Ul '6
California at Irvine)?
·sct1qsuo1ctweqo uado ·s ·n JOOJ uo.M seq ueljoH uoa 'J

.· . um

Ha,vl~eye's

Sports Qt1iz

put·

AUTOS PORT, I NC.

Dicljakuo?·

COLLEGE STUDENTS
PART· TIME JOBS

\

·1

2, 3, 4, 5, or 6-day week - 3 to 11 Shift. Fiexible Schedule,
Complete Training Program. No Experience Necessary.

Salarv $18.00 Per Day
ii

To Those Who Qualify
For Appointment Call Student Personnel Diredor -

421-5324

]
Everybody cheers for ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has
the taste you never get tired of ••. always refreshing. That's why things go belter with Colee ••• a{-fer
Coke • , • after Coke.
Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
Cincinnaf1 Coca-Cola Bot11inc Works Co.

Pa~e
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Tom Grm1el/e

Notebook

Tl1e Extremist
The extremist is someone
who disagrees w i th most
1wople. He often neglects
normal reasoning in doing
flO because he fancies himself more a prophet than a
disinterested critic. He is
Saint Paul telling disciples
nol to believe an angel if the
angel contradicts him. He is
Simon Stylites seated on a
pillar for nearly forty years.
II" is Dr. Leary looking
to a J'Pligio11 based 011 snpt•r-seni:;itivity. He• is Clare11C'e i\lanion making a militn11t hean'n of the United
Slates and a hell ot' So11thf':1st. Asia. Tlw eonfu~ing
thing is that lite extremist is not always wrong;

Xll ~llifle1nen
Ozitshoot UC
Tn their fil'sl mateh of the
school yea!', the ROTC f1·eshmen
rifle team stunned the freshmen
from the Univel'sity of Cincinnnti. 1370 lo 1317, in a match held
at Xavier on Februal'y 14. Capt.
Kenneth A. Ingrmn, club moderator, and M-Sgt. Joseph Kormanik, team coach. praised tlrn
shooting ability of the freshmen
in this, their firsl competitive
match.
F' r nm Xavier lhc fi\·e [O[l
~h"11t·cr!', including lhcir incli\·ictun I ,con's. wcl'e: Ronald Korm:inik (2B8), Bl'uce Brandle
(21'..!), rtand<lll Johnson, an cl
Thom<1s Kerkhoff (271), and
Gerh;1rcl Ullmann (268).
Tentative plans are nnw being
nwcle to schedule a rinc match
with the fl'c!'hmcn [-cam from the
Unil·L'rsity o( Miami later this

history sometimes bears him
out. The abolitionists of the
1830's were neither popular
nor always reasonable.

•
The extremist is quietly
ridiculed by most people. He
is held up as a man gone
wrong. People a re warned
against imitating h i m, or
e\'en taking him seriously.
Yet a point remains that the
extremist, p c r h a p s more
than anyone else, Rlimulates
thought. forges discussion,
and opens debate. He levels
our assumptions in ordPr lo
build his drL•a ms.
It is by way of ser\'ing as
a stimulant that the extremiHl is accept cd b.v l he society
which rejects him. (Only an
extremist might not allow
for such a stimulant.) In
othe1· words. society wan ts
a ud does not want the extremist. l<'ew men hope to
emulate him: yet nearly everyone requires an occasional dose of him for a vigorous
intellectual life. His place in
society, then, is finally an
ambiguous one. And no one
who looks at Eociety as a
whole can resohre this ambiguity.

ATTENTION!!! SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS
Companies Interviewing on Campus - Feb. 27-28, 1967
DATE
FEB. 27
llond&J'
FEB. 27
Mond&J'

Ernst • Ernst

ChemlstrJ'
Accounting
Accounting

POSITIONS
Accounting, Auclltln&
Dealer Sales
Plant Administration
:Prodnction Managemen'
Accountin&
Branch Banking, Trust Aclmlnlstrattoa,
Investment & Credit An•IJ'Bl•, Com·
ntorclal Lending, Controllers, Per·
sonnet, Bank Operations
Cb em lat
Accounting
Public Accounting

Thomas Lipton.. Inc.

AU Intereste4

Salos Representative

COMPANY
ltalston Purina

DEGREE
Accounting
All Interestecl
All Interes~e.d

FEB. 27
Mond&J'

Indiana National Bank

Accounting.
AU. Interea~

FEB. 28
TuesdaJ'
FEB. 211
Tuesd&J'
FEB. 28
Tuesday

American CJ'anamld

Te1raco

Shown above is Dr. Joseph Link, Jr., faculty member of Xavier University, at the time of
investiture in the Knighthood of the Grnnd Order of St. Francis of Assisi by His Imperial Highm
Archduke Franz Josef of Aush'ia. To Dr. Link's left is Her Imperial Highness, Princess Martha
Hapsburg-Bourbon, Archduchess of Austria and her aides, Baron Gabor de Bcssenyey and Baron Tit
de Budai.

The Archduke is also a Royal Prince of Hungary, Duke of Madrid and pretender &o the Span
throne. Dr. Link is the first American to receive this honor. His grandfather was Baron Franz Jo
von Strobl of Strobl, Austria at the time of his migration to Cincinnati.

fflfllllh.

• The Paulist Father is a modern
man in every sense of the word. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to work with, for and among
100 million non-Catholic Amer·
icans. He is a missionary to his own
people-the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fut·
fill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
llelp further his dedicated goal.
• If the vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited in
you, why not pursue an investiga·
tion of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most impor·
tant decision of your life. Write for
it today.

I
NATIONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR

The answer, in a word, 11 .,up."
You see, The Mead Corporation Is more than a company with thousands of
employees and operations the world over ••. just es it's more than a leader in
the paper and packaging industry.
Mead is a restless, growing company ••. a company on the move.·
Mead is a pla.ce where a college graduate can find the uncommon challenge, the
rare opportunity, the space, the means and the encourngement to grow. The
salary, too.
We welcome you to investigate these opportunities yourself by contacting your
placement office now. Naturally, we're a plans-for-progress company and an
equal opportunity employer.
For further information, write to: The Mead Corporation-P.O. Box 2500, Chillicothe, Ohio 45601

Mead Representative Will Be On Campus March 1

PAULIST FATHERS

415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

papers

packagin,q
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-One of the surprise disappointments on the cinema circuit this
season must be the Dim version
of James A. Michener's Hawaii.
now playing at Jack Warner's
beautiful, new Kenwood Theatre.
One would think that so grand
:ind glorious a subject the
growth, development, and Christianization of America's most
"b'eautiful" state - would merit
an honorable treatment on film.
Not so. The central plot itself
is handled in a most cliche-ridden fashion; and focus remains
stubbornly upon it. A self-righteous Calvanist minister embarks
with his new bride for Hawaii
wliere he sets out to convert the
henthen by a letter-of-the-law
extremism which we feel sure
will do him ruin; so it does. After
nearly three hours of Bible-beating and a wild beach party, Abr•.::-r Hale is at last converted to
1.Joue Christian charity by a timely
sermon (about 25 yerirs late)
!rem his devoted wife.
Attempts are made to milk
every dram of excitement from
l'Vcry scene, which succeeds in
<11'!1\l'ing erich of these scenes out
to the very limits of audience
emlurnnce. Even the talents of
Max Von Sydow and Julie Andrews are not equal to th.e doggerel which they must voice.
J'hus our ship sinks slowly in
thf west, we almost wish that the
islands of Hawaii (which we
never really see in the movie)
h1id done likewise years ago,
and saved themselves from the
emibassassment of being the subject of another of those miserable
Hollywood epics.

• • •

Yariety '67, which played last
weekend at the University Center
Theatre, seems to have been well
received at all ends of campus.

_.;,___J,

Besides affording many young
people the oppol'tunity to exercise their individual and group
talents before an audience, the
v<iriety show proved to be rin
entertaining chnnge of pace for
those who attended. On the
whole, we witnessed a well-coordinated entertainment package,
The problems evidenced in the
production (and admittedly there
were a few) did not deter from
the overall qunlity.
W i th the experience gained
from such a first-time venture,
it is hoped that the variety show
will become a regulrir pnrt of the
crimpus social scene. Congr::itulritions to all who took part! Special kudos must go to several
standout performances, a m o n g
them: the jug band, the players
in the doctor sketch, John Schott,
Bonnie Uhlenbrock, Claucli::i Dolehi, the Rockettes (for their
moxie), and rin exceptional folk
group known <is The Towncricrs.

Rel.).
1'he activities of the Xavier

I BORROWU
A ROLLER ~K~TE ...
RDMllU\L BLJ\c.K 15

~LWAYS QUITE
KEL.PF'UL II'{ SllC.H
MftTrE"~':il

• • •

Dr. Anderson rind his volunteers for App<ilrichia have initirited a "Saturday Night at the
Movies" program which, besides
promoting one of the most worthwhile activities on campus, looks
like a good bet from all other
ringles. Beer will be sold; popcorn will be dispensed free of
charge, and the movies chosen
will be great: Zorba the Greek on
Feb. 25; Under the Yum-Yum
Tree, and The World, the Flesh,
and the Devil on Mrirch 4; The
Cardinal on Sunday, March 19,
at 7:00 p.m., all to be viewed at
the Armory for the minimal price
ol 90f a show, $2.00 for all three.

• • •

The "Carnival of Fools" was a
smash. Prince of Fools award
goes to T. L. Gravelle.

··seminar for Young Reps
Attending the 1967 National
Yoimg Republican Leadership
Training School in Washington,
D .. c., February 14-19, was Dan
McNamara of the XUYR's. The
school included workshops in
finance, precinct organization;
mass media, computer politics,
and public affairs programs. The
speakers at the vmious di.Wiers
were Barry. Goldwater, Governor
Shafer of Pennsylvania, Senator
Tower of Texas, Bo Callaway,
1md Gen. Curtis LeMay (USAF,

Univenit1' Youn&' Republicans
for this montb will be a trip &e
Columbus for a seminar on the
Republiean Opportunit,. in the
United States· and the foreign
policy in Asia. Dr. Frank McVay
of the Xavier University History
Department will be one of the
participants on the foreign policy
panel.
On Mrirch l, Mr. Chet Cruze,
camp::iign chriirman of Hamilton
County and a crindidate for city
council, will be the speaker in
the C a s h Room of the Logan
Building at 8:00 p.m.

TheAir·Force doesn't want
to waste your college education
any more than you do ..
Are you afraid of becoming part
of the woodwork on a job? Your
career stunted by boredom? Few
promotions in sight?
You didn't go to college for that.
And it needn't happen, either.
13ecause you can pick the United
States Air Force as your employer.
Career opportunities are so vast ...
you'll get a better chance to specialize where you want ... in the
forefront of modern science and
technology.

Suppose, just for example, you
wanted to be involved in Electronics. This area alone includes
Communications·Electroni"cs, Missile Electronics, Avionics, and
others. And these, in turn, involve
administrative, research, and other
technical aspects.
That's just a tiny part of the
whole Air Force picture. Just
one brilliant opportunity area
among many.

if she doesn't give it to you •••
- get it yourself!

----~

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Bo• A, Dept. SCP· 72
Randolpll Air Force Base, Texas 78148
-

-=;:ff g~-~ ··=-~

Cologne, & oz., $4.50
Aller Shave, 6 oz., $3.50
Deodorant Stick, $1.75

_

58•;..d~d~h~.!;:!~!7~~:! Pac••1•, 12 oz., $U~~~~'.> · ::.'":c.JJ~ -~,/- ______

u ha Soap Gift Set, ...00
Cologne, 4 oz., $3.00
After Sh.ve, 4 u., $2.50

Pare Sevni

t"'"~'
"O·~;

····<-~~°'-

5WMIK, HCW YORK• $0lt OISTRIPUT041

Name·-----..,..---,.,..----cplca!>e tmnt)
College,_ _ _ _ _ _ _Clas,...__ __
Address. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ __

You'll enjvy good pay, promotions, chance to travel, active social
life, fine retirement benefits. And
you'll be serving your country, too.
Or maybe you want to fly? That's
great. The Air Force is certainly the
place to do it.
As a college graduate you want
something extra out of life-to aim
at an exciting goal. So send in
this coupon.
Make sure you don't get stuck
where nothing much is happening.
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"Evolution, Not Revolution"

Crisis"

McLaughlin Explains
By JllU IZANEC, News Reporter

The "itinerant sex lectu1·er," as he calls himself, l1a.s
completed hair of his series of talks on the Xavier cam1ms
on the new morality of American college students.
Rev. John McLaughlin, S.J.,
no doubt a man with "a rare
type of daring," discussed Sexual
control, that "nitty-gritl.r" stuff,
through considerations from psychology, sociology, and exislen•
tialist values \\'hich concern regulation in premarital lo\•e at the
Xavier Armory last night. The
New England scholar also extensively examined the Kinsey
report,
Father Mcl..aughlin began his
fom·-pa.rt series, "Sexuality and
Self-Commu11icatlon" by considering "Tlae Contempora1·y Sex
Crisis" at Ute a·ourth meeting of
lhe Xavier 'Fo1·um, Feb. 16.
Father, with a Ph.D. degree
from the Columbia University,
has previously conducted this
series at Yale, University ot
Connecticut, and Georgetown
and given talks at Amherst, University of Massachusetts, and
Stanford besides often having
appeared on television and radio
in New England.
Well-organized and sprinkled
with audience-pleasing wit, Farher's first talk covered th1·ee
topics:
• 1) "W'hat is t·he dimension
of the cun·ent new sexual pat•
terns which are emerging?" This
question. concemed the p1·os and
CQns of the concept of the sexual

f:.:::t:> :§::'.,:;·;::::::':iii'.'.::.:·.•····· :.:::;:;:::t·?'t?i:,:::;';'0)\

revolution. Father concluded that
"we are experiencing a sexual
evolution.''
• 2) "The four basic responses
or attitudes towards the sexual
patterns: the defeatist, the guarded optimist, the young indi\"idualist, and the Playboy."
• 3) "T·hc ideology or causality; that is, who is to blame !or
the 11ew patterns."
Father, a perso11alist, explained
his approach before he took up
these three points. He is an "experientia!ist," stressing "com•
munication values, in a search
fol' a rationale of self-integ1·ation with love." Father made no
a1>peal to n at u l' a 1 law ethics
which has "ve1·y little sways of
force except to metaphysicians"
in the present age.
In a seeming search for truth,
Fathe1· brought up the possible

limitations which his celibacy
may give him. Asserting that
there arc many levels. of experience, he said that" although a
celibate is limited in his competence he still does experience
love. Another point which Fathel'
made was that individuals say
to a confessor what they will not
say to others.
·
Concel'lting the new emerginc
sexual pattems, Father maintained that "there is no sexual
revolution. since there is 110 new
set of norms and the statistics
about premarital .sexual activi·
ties are not conclusive," Although
one out or four college .women
has premarital intercourse, proin:.
lseuity-here .considered as much
intercourse With ever 1 Tom,
Dick, and Harr1-ls not ~er1
prevalent ·amon&' colle1e women.
Oue out or two collese men has
premarital intereourse. HaU of
this p-oup are affectionate to•
wards tbe "'.Omen an·a .the other
ball consider them.
p)aythib&•
and use a double standard.

.·:

..

terialistic ethic which obscures
the real meanlll&" or sexuaHb·
and love." The Playboy etlaic, "•
flood of Freudian baby talk,"
produces an emotion infantilism,
"eiled effemlnlnlty, and se,mentaUon of life. BJ separatinr sex
from love, the Playboy sen a
woman as a packaceable item
ratber than a pe..Son.
The major causes of the sexual
evolution are the emancipation
of women; the automobile which
affords absolute and mobile ·pri•
vacy; mass media; and existentialism. It is also "part of a much
larger cultural evolution in which
religion and the0iogy have not
developed apace with seculal'
knowledge and secular education
has been discounted.''

I'm a former World War I Air Ace, and when it comes to buy·
ing a new car, I can.really fly off the handle. Frankly, the whole
thing is a dogfight for me. I'm tired of piloting my present car
and hove got my sights set on a performance model that'll let
me strut in style. But its price hos got to be solo it won't shoot
me down. I'm banking on you to help me find one, Reb.
MAX, THE RED IARON

Despite

torture
l dynamic BIC Duo
.:' writes first time,
· every time!

•:'

Tbe Playboy, the final basie

type, follows "a hedonistic,. ma-

DEAi Ill:

: 1 fiendish

.

sin

I

clone with love." He develops his:
relationship out of love with only/
one i:ierson. He does not apply il
double standard, is not ego-cen'.",
tric and· consequently rejects the
Playboy ethic.

World War I Ace Snooping Around for a New Car

. '~ ;r' j-0.
~

as

"At the time or entrance to
college, freshmen are conserva·tive toward theii- ideas about
sexuality. However, by graduaUon, they are freer but there is
more restraint than license."
Distinguishing between a sex•
ual revolutio11 and an evolution,
Father said that "in all events,
it appears the change has been
little since 1930."
The adult defeatist is the first
ha.sic type who responds to these
sexual patterns. With his glum
view, he is "nonnless in an insti,.
tutionizcd nonnalcy."
The &'Barded optimist-Father ·
McLauchU11 considers hbDsetr In
this P'OUP-Sees these patterns as
. "a transitional .perlOd, a rene.ral
evolution· toward a person-cen·
t~" approach tO · aexuallb ."
. This. new . morality la "rlddlnr
· people or the idea that the;r can
t!OJllmlt
without maklnr . •
personal obolce."
The young· individualist is a
situationalist· who believes that
"premarital sex is right if it is

DEAR RED IAION:

Don't be blue, Max! Tri-winging around in a new Dodge
. Coronet R/T-Road/Trock. The hottest new performance car
of the year. Standard equipment includes a 440-cubic-inch,
' 4-barrel Magnum VS. Front bucket seats. Air-scoop hood de. sign. High·perfc)rmance Red· Streak nylon tires-and morel
Join the Dodge Rebellion in a Coronet R/T-you can do it for
for your pre~ent car: Junker.
peanuts. And

Bic's rugged pair of
stick pens wins again in
ummding war against
. (. ball-point skip, clog and
smear. Despite horrible
punishment by mad
' •: scientists, 111c still write•
first time, ever}' time.
And no wonder. u1c's
"Dyurnite" Ball is the
hardest metal made,
encased in a solid brass
nose cone. \Viii not skip,
·. ·· clog or smear no matter

as

su.(Y;dly,

.

.

/#

'. ~:?-,·•.;: J.!:· ~~~~~~:!f
~~~s~;1 ~~1ub~ is
sadistic students. Cct

1.

•.., the dynamic 111c Duo at
your campus store now,

:-:<

WATERMAll·llC PEii COllP.
lllLfDlll, CDH.

Dodge
0

CHRYSLER
MOTORI CORPORATION

The '67 Coronet R/T is strictly a driving man's cor, with a long
list of standard .performance features designed to give you
cat-quick responsiveness on the rood or the track. Your
choice of four-on-the-floor or a three-speed automatic trans·
mission. Heavy-duty brakes. Heavy suspension underneath.
Dual exhausts. Full-length paint stripes. All standard. And as
an option, you con have a dynamic 426-cubic-inch Hemi VS
under the hood.
Choose your R/T in either a two-door hardtop or convertible
model. Check one out at your Dodge Dealer's soon.

BIC lhdlu111 'ol•t llC

THI ltttlt51 ltRllRLl.,ltll \\'AITI YttU-

